
FCAT Science VocabularyFCAT Science Vocabulary



AbioticAbiotic

An environmental factor not 
associated with livingassociated with living 
organism.  Example rocks ,    

i d hair , sun and weather…



AccelerationAcceleration

Rate of change in velocity, usually 
d i / 2expressed in m/s2



AcidAcid
A substance that increases the 
H+ (positive ion) concentration 
when added to a water solutionwhen added to a water solution.
*Taste Sour
*Turns blue litmus paper red.



Activation EnergyActivation Energy

Amount of energy required to 
start a particular chemicalstart a particular chemical 
reaction.



AdaptationAdaptation

A particular development, behavior, or 
h i l i l h i l ti fphysiological change in a population of 

organisms, in response to changes in the 
environmentenvironment.



AlleleAllele
Any alternate form of a geneAny alternate form of a gene 
that an organism may have for g
a particular trait.



Amino AcidsAmino Acids
An organic molecules that g
makes up proteins.
* there are 20 of them there are 20 of them.



AmplitudeAmplitude

In any periodic function (e g aIn any periodic function (e.g., a 
wave) the distance between
th iti f t d th hi h tthe position of rest and the highest 
point of a wave.p

* The amplitude is the power of a signal. The greater the 
amplitude, the greater the energy carried.



AAqueous

A solution containing water.



Asexual ReproductionAsexual Reproduction

New identical individuals areNew identical individuals are 
formed without the involvement of 

tgametes.

*Budding
*Binary Fission*Binary Fission



A t i l U itAstronomical Unit

The average distance from 
Earth to the Sun, approximately
150 million kilometers or150 million kilometers or
(93 million miles)



Atmosphe eAtmosphere

The layers of gas that surround y g
Earth, other planets, or stars



AtomAtom

The smallest unit of matter



Atomic NumberAtomic Number

The total protons in an atom’s 
lnucleus



BaseBase

A substance that increases the OH-
t ti f l ti tconcentration of a solution; a proton 

acceptor.p
* make your hands feel slippery.
* turns red litmus paper blue.



Bi di iBiodiversity

The existence of different species in a given area or specific period of time.



BiomeBiome

A community characterized by theA community characterized by the 
interaction of living organisms and g g
climate factors.



BioticBiotic

Factors in anFactors in an 
environment 
relating to 
livingliving 
organisms.



Calo ieCalorie

Unit of energy; the 
amount of heat needed a ou t o eat eeded
to raise one gram of 
water one degreewater one degree 
Celsius at standard 
atmospheric pressureatmospheric pressure.



CarnivoreCarnivore

Animal or plant that consume orAnimal or plant that consume or 
obtains nutrients from animals.
*meat-eater



CatalystCatalyst

A substance that speedsA substance that speeds
up or slows down the rate 

f tiof a reaction. 
* the substance is not used up.



Centrifugal ForceCentrifugal Force

The motion 
pushing away frompushing away from 
center or axis.



Centripetal Forcep

Th f bj t t d th t f th i lThe force on an object toward the center of the circle.



Change of StateChange of State
A.K.A  Phase change.



Chemical ChangeChemical Change

A change in a s bstance thatA change in a substance that 
results in producing a differentp g
chemical.
* Rusty Naily



Chemical Weathering

The breakdown of rocks as a 
result of chemical processes.
* Acid Rain Acid Rain



Ci c itCircuit
Connection of electrical elements 
forming a complete path forforming a complete path for
the flow of current.



Community
All the 

Community

populations 
belonging to 
different speciesdifferent species 
and sharing
the same area.



CompoundCompound

A substance made up of at leastA substance made up of at least 
two different elements held 
together by chemical bondstogether by chemical bonds.



C d tiCondensation

The process 
of changingof changing 
from a gas 

li idto a liquid.

How Rain Forms.



ConductionConduction

Direct heating; the
OUCH !

Direct heating; the 
transmission of heat 
h h di dthrough a medium and 

without the motion of 
the medium.



Conservation of Energy

A fundamental principle statingA fundamental principle stating 
energy cannot be created or 
destroyed but only change formdestroyed but only change form.

*The 1st Law of Thermodynamics.y



Conservation of Mass

The principle that mass cannotThe principle that mass cannot 
be created or destroyed.



C t ll tiConstellation

A t tt id tifi dA star pattern identified 
and named as a definite 

ll th htgroup; usually thought 
of as forming certain 
h fi ishapes or figures in a 

specific region of the 
ksky. Capricorn



ConsumerConsumer
An organism that feeds on anotherAn organism that feeds on another 
organism for food.
* H t t h* Heterotroph



C tiConvection

Heat transfer in a gas or liquid by the circulation of 
t f i t thcurrents from one region to another.



Convergent BoundaryConvergent Boundary

Area where two tectonic plates collide.



Covalent BondCovalent Bond

A chemical link between twoA chemical link between two 
atoms of the same or different
elements in which each atomelements in which each atom 
shares an electron.



C tCrest

The peak or highest point on a waveThe peak or highest point on a wave.
A



CrustCrust
Outermost layer 

f E th iof Earth covering 
the mantle.
* lithosphere



DecomposerDecomposer

Any organism that feeds or obtains 
nutrients by breaking down organic 
matter from dead organisms.



DensityDensity

Concentration of matter of an object; 
number of individual in the same 
species that live in a given area; the 
mass per unit volume of a substance in 
a given area.
* D=M/V



Dependent Variable/Responding Variable

Factor being measured or 
observed in an experimentobserved in an experiment.



DepositionDeposition

L i tt i t lLayering matter in a natural process.



DiffractionDiffraction

The bending of a wave aroundThe bending of a wave around 
an obstruction.



DNADNA

A nuclei acid that carries 
genetic material; present in all
cellular organisms.cellular organisms.
* Located on chromosomes in the nucleus.



DominanceDominance
Tendency of certain alleles to mask 
the expression of theirthe expression of their
corresponding alleles.
*Th t it th t i d*The trait that is expressed.
* Upper Case



EarthquakeEarthquake

Shaking of the ground caused by aShaking of the ground caused by a 
sudden release of energy in the 
crust.



EcosystemEcosystem
An ecological community, together 
with its environment, functioning 
as a unit.



ElectromagnetElectromagnet

Consisting of a coil of wire wrapped 
around a core; becomes
strongly magnetized when current 
flows through the coil producing a 
magnetic field.



El t ti R di tiElectromagnetic Radiation

The emission of the entire range of 
l t ti t i l dielectromagnetic spectrum including: 

gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet 
di ti i ibl li ht iradiation, visible light, microwaves, 

and radio waves.



Electromagnetic WavesElectromagnetic Waves

Generated by the oscillation of a y
charged particle and characterized by 
periodic variations of electric and p
magnetic fields.



ElectronElectron

A stable elementary particle that is y p
negatively charged and
orbits the nucleus of an atom.orbits the nucleus of an atom.



ElementElement

A substance that cannot beA substance that cannot be 
reduced by chemical means.



EnergyEnergy

A quantity that describes theA quantity that describes the 
capacity to do work; a source of
usable power.



Energy Pyramidgy y

Diagram that compares the amount of 
energy available at each position, or 
level, in the feeding order.



Energy TransferEnergy Transfer

A change of ene g f om one fo m toA change of energy from one form to 
another (e.g., mechanical to electrical, 
solar to electrical)solar to electrical).



E tEntropy

A measure of randomness orA measure of randomness or 
disorder of a closed system.



EnvironmentEnvironment

The sum of conditions affecting an organism, 
including all living and nonliving things in an g g g g
area, such as plants, animal, water, soil, 
weather, land forms, and air.



ErosionErosion

The wearing away of Earth’s surface by g y y
the breakdown and transportation of 
rock and soil.



EvaporationEvaporation
The process by which a liquid is 
converted to its vapor phaseconverted to its vapor phase
by heating the liquid.



ExperimentExperiment

A procedure that is carried out and repeated 
d t ll d diti i d tunder controlled conditions in order to 

discover, demonstrate, or test, a hypothesis; 
i l d ll t f th i tifiincludes all components of the scientific 
method.



Fault

A rock fracture along which movementA rock fracture along which movement 
or displacement of Earth’s crust has 
taken place.taken place.



First Law of ThermodynamicsFirst Law of Thermodynamics

States the internal energy in a system 
remains constant and the change inremains constant and the change in 
thermal energy of a system is equal to 
the work done on the systemthe work done on the system.
* An object at rest tends to remain at rest, and an object in motion in a 
straight line tends to remain in motion in a straight line, unless acted on by a 
net external force.



Food ChainFood Chain

Transfer of energy through various 
t lt f f di ttstages as a result of feeding patterns 

of a series of organisms.



Food Web (cycle)Food Web (cycle)

The interconnected feeding 
relationships in a food chain found in arelationships in a food chain found in a
particular place and time.



ForceForce

A quality that tends to produceA quality that tends to produce 
movement or acceleration of a body on 
the direction of its application; a pushthe direction of its application; a push 
or pull.

*F=MA



FossilFossil
A whole or part of a plant or 
animal that has been preserved inanimal that has been preserved in 
sedimentary rock.



Fossil FuelsFossil Fuels

The remains of animals or plant fromThe remains of animals or plant from 
past geologic ages that are now in a 
form suitable for use as an energyform suitable for use as an energy 
resource(e.g., oil, coal, or natural gas)



FrequencyFrequency

The number of cycles or 
waves per unit time.waves per unit time.
* measured in Hertz (Hz)



FrictionFriction

A force thatA force that 
opposes the 
relative motionrelative motion 
of two material 
surfaces insurfaces in 
contact with one 
another.another.



FulcrumFulcrum

The pivot point of a lever.



GalaxyGalaxy

A large collection of stars, gases, and 
dust that are part of the universe bound 
together by gravitational forces.



GasGas

One of the fundamental 
states of matter instates of matter in 
which the molecules do 
not have a fixed volumenot have a fixed volume 
or shape.



GeneGene

A specific part of a chromosome or sequence 
f DNA th t d t i ti l f tof DNA that determines a particular feature or 

characteristic in an organism.



GenotypeGenotype

The sum total of the geneticThe sum total of the genetic 
information contained in an organism.



GravitationGravitation

A force of attraction 
b t tbetween two masses.



HabitatHabitat

A place in an ecosystem where anA place in an ecosystem where an 
organism normally lives.



Half-LifeHalf Life

The amount of time required for half ofThe amount of time required for half of 
an original sample of radioactive 
material to decay or undergomaterial to decay or undergo 
radioactive transformation.



HeatHeat
A form of energy resulting from 
the temperature differencethe temperature difference 
between a system and its 
surroundingssurroundings.



H t f F iHeat of Fusion

The amount of heat energy required to 
convert a unit mass of substance from aconvert a unit mass of substance from a 
solid to a liquid through melting at a
constant temperature and pressure.constant temperature and pressure.



Heat of VaporizationHeat of Vaporization

The amount of heat 
energy needed to 
change a unit mass 
of substance from a 
liquid to as gas at its 
boiling point.



FOR REVIEW



HerbivoreHerbivore

An animal that feeds on plants.



HeterozygousHeterozygous

Cell or organism that has two different 
alleles for a particular traitalleles for a particular trait.



HHomozygous

Cell or organism that has identical 
alleles for a particular trait.



Igneous RockIgneous Rock

It is formed from molten or partly moltenIt is formed from molten or partly molten 
material that cools and hardens.



I li d PlInclined Plane

A type of simple yp p
machine; a 
slanted surface 
that makes it 
easier to move a 
mass from a 
lower point to a 
higher point.



Independent/Manipulated Variablep p

The factor that is changed in an 
experiment in order study changes e pe e t o de study c a ges
in the dependent (responding) 
variable.



IndicatorIndicator 
A chemical compound that changes 
color depending on the pH of thecolor depending on the pH of the 
solution or other chemical change.



InertiaInertia

The property of an object, due to its mass, by p p y j , , y
which it resists any change in its position unless 
overcome by force.



IsotopeIsotope

The form of an element with the 
same number of protons butsame number of protons but
a different number of neutrons.



KelvinKelvin

Fundamental SI unit of temperature 
where zero degrees is equal towhere zero degrees is equal to 
absolute zero.



Kinetic EnergyKinetic Energy

The energy 
possessed by apossessed by a 
body because of 
its motion.its motion.



Li htLight

l i di i h liElectromagnetic radiation that lies 
within the visible range.g



LiquidLiquid

One of the fundamental states ofOne of the fundamental states of 
matter with a definite volume but 
no definite shapeno definite shape.



Magnetic FieldMagnetic Field

The region where magnetic force existsThe region where magnetic force exists 
around magnets or electric currents.



MassMass

The amount of matter an object containsThe amount of matter an object contains.



Mass NumberMass Number

The total protons p
and neutrons 
in a nucleus.



MatterMatter
A solid, liquid, or gas that possesses inertia 
and is capable of occupying spaceand is capable of occupying space.



MeiosisMeiosis

The process of nuclear division in cellsThe process of nuclear division in cells 
during which the number of 
chromosomes is reduced by halfchromosomes is reduced by half.
*sexual reproduction



Metamo phic RockMetamorphic Rock

Forms because of extreme changes g
caused by heat, pressure, or chemical 
environments.



M bMembrane

A thin layer of tissue thatA thin layer of tissue that 
surrounds or lines a cell, a group 
of cells or a cavity; any barrierof cells, or a cavity; any barrier 
separating two fluids.



Mid Ocean RidgeMid-Ocean Ridge

A continuous, seismic mountain range extending 
across the floor of the world’s major oceans; areaacross the floor of the world s major oceans; area 
where two oceanic plates are moving away from each 
other releasing new crustal material.

N E hNew Earth

Older EarthOlder Earth



MitosisMitosis

A process of nuclear division in eukaryotic 
cells during which the nucleus of a cell 
divides into two nuclei, each with the same
number of chromosomesnumber of chromosomes.



MoleculeMolecule

The smallest unit of matter of a substance 
that retains all the physical and chemical 
properties of that substance; consists
of a single atom or a group of atoms bondedof a single atom or a group of atoms bonded 
together.



MomentumMomentum

A vector quantity that is the product of 
an object’s mass and velocity; the 
general effect of ongoing motion.



Moon PhaseMoon Phase

Indicates the fraction of theIndicates the fraction of the 
Moon’s disc that is illuminated as
seen from Earthseen from Earth.



MutationMutation

The process by which a gene 
d h i DNAundergoes a change in DNA

sequence or a structural change.



Natural SelectionNatural Selection

The theory stating every organism displays slight 
variations from other organisms of its kind and thevariations from other organisms of its kind, and the 
struggle for limited natural resources results in 
individuals with certain natural variations adapted 
to their specific environments. * Charles Darwin



N TidNeap Tide
Periodic rise and fall of sea-level that occurs 
twice monthly when the Sun Moon and Earthtwice-monthly when the Sun, Moon, and Earth 
are at right angles to each other.



Ne t onNeutron

A subatomic particle having zero charge,A subatomic particle having zero charge, 
found in the nucleus of an atom.



NicheNiche

The unique position (job) of a speciesThe unique position (job) of a species 
in terms of the area it inhabits and the 
function it performs within thefunction it performs within the 
community.



Nonrenewable ResourceNonrenewable Resource

A substance & or material that can 
l b l i h d illi fonly be replenished over millions of 

years; cannot be reused (i.e., fossil fuels).



Nuclear FissionNuclear Fission

The process by which an atomic nucleus 
splits into two or more large fragments, 
producing vast amounts of energy and 
additional neutrons.



Nuclear FusionNuclear Fusion

The process by which two lighter atomic 
nuclei combine at extremely highnuclei combine at extremely high 
temperatures to release vast amounts of
energy and form a heavier nucleus.energy and form a heavier nucleus.



NucleusNucleus

A cell structure that contains the cell’s 
genetic material; also the center region 
of an atom where protons and neutrons p
are located.



PermeabilityPermeability

The capability of a porous substance or 
membrane to allow a fluid or gas to enter it; 
the measure of degree to which a substance 
can be penetrated by a liquid or gas.
**(semi-permeable, non-permeable.



OrganOrgan

A structure containing different tissues that g
are organized to carry out a specific function 
of the body.



pHpH

A symbol for the measure of the acidity 
( id) lk li i (b ) f l i(acid) or alkalinity (base) of a solution.



Phenotypeyp

The physical characteristic p y
of an organism resulting 
from the interaction of its 

i k d igenetic makeup and its 
environment.



PhotosynthesisPhotosynthesis

A chemical process by which plants trap light 
t t b di id d tenergy to convert carbon dioxide and water 

into carbohydrates (sugars)



h i l hPhysical Change

A reaction; a change in matter 
from one form to another,
without forming new substances.g



PlanetPlanet

A large body in space that orbits a star 
d d d li h f iand does not produce light of its own.

Terrestrial 
PlanetsPlanets



Plate TectonicsPlate Tectonics

Theory in which Earth’s crust is divided intoTheory in which Earth s crust is divided into 
sections whose movements cause seismic 
activity (i.e., earthquakes, volcanoes) along y ( , q , ) g
their borders.



PollutionPollution

Any alternation of the natural y
environment producing a condition 
harmful to living organisms; may occur g g ; y
naturally or as a result of human 
activities.



Population

A f i f th i

Population

A group of organisms of the same species
living in a specific geographical area.



Potential EnergyPotential Energy
Stored energy; the energy an object has 
because of its position or structure.



PrecisionPrecision

The degree of accuracy or exactness of 
a measurement or toola measurement or tool.



PredatorPredator

An organism that preys on and eats 
animals; usually an animal.; y



PressurePressure

The force exerted per unit area.

Barometer



PreyPrey

An organism caught or hunted for 
f d b th ifood by another organism.



PrismPrism

A piece of glass 
that disperses a t at d spe ses a
beam of white 
light into itslight into its
component 
colorscolors.



P dProducer
An organism that makes its own food from 
the environment (by photosynthesis or chemosynthesis).the environment (by photosynthesis or chemosynthesis).

*Autotrophs



ProductProduct

A substance or compoundA substance or compound 
resulting from a chemical reaction.

Product



ProteinProtein

A biological macromolecule composed g p
of one or more chains of amino acids.
* produced by ribosomes



ProtistProtist

U i ll lUnicellular 
organisms 
belonging to 
the Kingdom g
Protista.



ProtonProton

A subatomic particle having a 
positive charge and which ispositive charge and which is
found in the nucleus of an atom.



PulleyPulley

A type of simple machine; circularA type of simple machine; circular 
lever used to change the
direction of a forcedirection of a force.



P tt SPunnett Square

A graphic check board used to 
determine results from a particulardetermine results from a particular 
genetic cross.

XX= Girl

Xy= Boy



RadiationRadiation

Emission of energy in the form of gy
rays or waves.



ReactantReactant

Any substance or molecule that 
participates in a chemical reaction.



RecessiveRecessive
An allele for a trait that will be masked
unless the organism is homozygous forunless the organism is homozygous for 
this trait.



ReflectionReflection

The bouncing off of light soundThe bouncing off of light, sound, 
or heat from a surface.



RefractionRefraction

A change in the direction of a g
wave that occurs as it passes
from one medium to another offrom one medium to another of 
different density.



Renewable ResourceRenewable Resource

A material or substance that is replaced or 
restored as it is used by natural processesrestored, as it is used, by natural processes 
in a reasonable amount of time.



RNARNA
A single-stranded nuclei acid that 
encodes information needed toencodes information needed to 
synthesize proteins.



Scientific MethodScientific Method

A l f i iA plan of inquiry 
that uses science 
process skills asprocess skills as 
tools to
gather, organize, g , g ,
analyze, and 
communicate 
i f iinformation.



Second Law of 
Thermodynamics

States all natural processes proceed towards disorder. 



Sedimentary RockSedimentary Rock

Formed from layers of sediment that overlay 
and squeeze together or are chemically q g y
combined.



Se al Rep od ctionSexual Reproduction

Involves the union of gametes 
producing an offspring with traits fromproducing an offspring with traits from 
both parents.



Solar SystemSolar System
A star and all planets and other 
bodies that orbit it; the region in 
space where these bodies move.



SolidSolid

Having a definite shape and a definite volume; one of 
the fundamental states of matterthe fundamental states of matter.



SolubilitySolubility

The ability or 
tendency of one 

b t e tosubstance to 
dissolve in 
another at a givenanother at a given 
temperature and 
pressure.p



SolutionSolution

A mixture of two or more substances 
uniformly dispersed throughout auniformly dispersed throughout a 
single phase.



SpeciesSpecies

A group of organismsA group of organisms 
that are able to 
reproduce amongreproduce among 
themselves and 
produce fertileproduce fertile
offspring. 



SpeedSpeed

Amount of distance traveled divided by 
time taken; the time rate at which anytime taken; the time rate at which any 
physical process takes place.

SS



Spring TideSpring Tide

Increased range of the rise and fall of 
sea level that occurs twice monthly at 
when the Earth, moon and sun are 
aligned.



StarStar

A large, self-luminous body held 
together by gravity and powered bytogether by gravity and powered by 
thermonuclear reactions.



StimulusStimulus

A condition that produces a response.p p



SuccessionSuccession

The progressive replacement, on a 
single site of one type ofsingle site, of one type of
community by another.

Lichen



Thermal EnergyThermal Energy

Is the kinetic energy of the 
movement of atoms andmovement of atoms and 
molecules creating heat.



TopographyTopography

The surface, shape, and 
composition of a land area.composition of a land area.



T i
Th ti f i t f

Tropism
The motion of an organism or part of an 
organism toward or away from an 
external stimulusexternal stimulus.
* phototropism



TroughTrough 

the lowest point on a wave.the lowest point on a wave.



VariableVariable

An event, condition, or factor that can 
be changed or controlled in order tobe changed or controlled in order to 
study or test a hypothesis in a 
scientific experimentscientific experiment
* only one



VelocityVelocity

The time rate at which a body 
changes its position vector;changes its position vector;
quantity whose magnitude is 
expressed in units of distanceexpressed in units of distance
over time.

V



Water CycleWater Cycle

The path it takes as it is being cycled through 
th i t i l di d tithe environment, including condensation, 
evaporation, and precipitation.



Wave LengthWave Length

Th di t b t t fThe distance between crests of a wave.

?____ ? ___



WeatheringWeathering

The natural 
processes that 
break down and 
change rock into 

il d dsoil, sand, and 
other materials.



Set: FCAT Science Grade 11 Vocab
Familiarize (practice the words)

LearnLearn
Test (the test can be altered)

Learn, the most powerful study mode, requires , p y , q
free Quizlet 

Play SCATTER http://quizlet com/scatter/167815/Play SCATTER - http://quizlet.com/scatter/167815/

http://quizlet.com/set/167815/



FCAT Science Vocabulary Baseball Rules
Directions:Directions:
1. Divide the class into 2 equal teams.
2. Make a baseball diamond on the board along with an area to indicate outs and
runs scored. Also, a laminated baseball field can be ordered from the Teacher’s
Discovery Science Catalog.
3. The teacher will ask one student at a time if they want a single, double, triple or
home run. That student is “up to bat”.
4. A single means that the student will be able to define one vocabulary word
correctly, a double would be two in a row, a triple, 3 in a row, and a home run
would be four in a row.
5. If a student answers incorrectly, it will count as one out and then go on to the next
student If a student has decided to go for a double triple or home run if at anystudent. If a student has decided to go for a double, triple, or home run, if at any
time they answer a question incorrectly, they are out.
6. No one can help a student who is “up to bat”. If another student calls out an
answer, it is an out for their team and that student is then given a book assignment
and is out of the game.
7. If a student successfully answers the question/questions asked, mark a runner on7. If a student successfully answers the question/questions asked, mark a runner on
the appropriate base.
8. The real rules of baseball are used to move runners and score runs.
9. Once a team has accumulated 3 outs, it is now the other teams’ turn.
10. Be sure that each team has been given the same number of times up to bat.
11. The team that has scored the most runs at the end of the game is the winner.
12. This game is best played the last 30 minutes of class.
13. If a student successfully completes a home run, I give that person an extra credit
point and a jolly rancher candy.
14. The team that wins, I give each team member a jolly rancher candy and/or an extra
credit point.
15 This game can also be used to review for a test15. This game can also be used to review for a test.
If you do not know how to play baseball yourself, you might consider just offering a
single and skip the idea of offering a double, triple, or home run.


